
C-AVC Technology Preview Guide
In this release of HiveManager, Application Visibility and Control (AVC) monitoring of Layer 7 application 
data has been extended to the SR Series switches, and Aerohive calls this Cooperative-AVC (C-AVC). By 
monitoring the current application usage of your wired and wireless devices, you can determine which 
application policies are needed for your network. C-AVC is supported on the SR2024, SR2024P, SR2124P, and 
SR2148P switches when a supported AP—AP230, AP330, and AP350—is connected directly to the switch. In 
addition, the applications widgets on the Dashboard now differentiate between wired and wireless 
interfaces. 
To monitor C-AVC data on a wired device, you need to configure a switch with at least one dedicated 
C-AVC port and connect a supported AP to a trunk port. (An AP can be connected directly to a trunk port, 
but not to a C-AVC enabled port.) Each AP can support up to four ports enabled with C-AVC on the switch. 

You configure C-AVC ports by creating a port type with C-AVC enabled and then applying the port type to 
the desired switch ports. For the port type, you can choose either the access, or physical, port type for ports 
connected to individual hosts or the phone & data port type for ports connected to IP phones and, through 
the phones, to computers. In addition, you need to assign the switch and the APs in the AP pool to the same 
management and native VLANs. However, the clients connected to the switch ports can be assigned to a 
different VLAN.

A switch configured with C-AVC dedicated ports uses an automatic round robin selection process to 
choose an AP from the available pool of supported APs. After a switch selects an AP, it forms a GRE tunnel 
and forwards client traffic to it. (Each AP supports one GRE tunnel to the switch which supports up to four 
client devices connected to trunk ports.) In turn, the AP performs data inspection and then forwards the 
Layer 7 traffic to HiveManager for reporting on the Dashboard. The GRE tunnel supports UDP and TCP traffic 
with a MTU (maximum transmission unit) size of 1560 bytes.

SR Series Model Maximum Number of C-AVC Ports on a switch Maximum number of APs

SR2024, SR2024P, SR2124P 19 5

SR2148P 38 10

The limitation of one GRE tunnel supported on an AP only applies to the C-AVC feature. For other features, 
one AP can support up to 128 GRE tunnels and many clients.

Connect APs to switch trunk 
ports with the MGT0 interface 
of each AP configured to be in 
the same VLAN as the MGT0 
interface of the switch.

You can only configure C-AVC on 
access and phone & data ports. 
Each AP can process a maxiumum 
of four C-AVC devices.

GRE Tunnels
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If an AP that is collecting C-AVC data from wired clients goes down, the client traffic fails over to another 
available AP. Or, a new tunnel is established with another available AP, provided there is another AP in the 
AP pool and the available AP has the capacity for more clients. Otherwise, the C-AVC connection fails 
open and the switch forwards traffic to its destination without tunneling or application inspection. 

To prevent specific APs from being selected by the switch for Layer 7 evaluation, you can create a blacklist 
of APs, based on their MAC addresses, that will be excluded from the C-AVC process. For instance, you 
might want to add APs that are in areas of heavy traffic, such as the lobby of your corporate headquarters, 
to the blacklist.

When you enable C-AVC, an additional 255 VLANs are created automatically by extending the lower limit 
of the default range from 3967—4094 VLANs to 3712—4094 VLANs. If you have already assigned these 
VLANs in your network, then you need to reassign them in order to use C-AVC.

C-AVC has a higher priority than QoS or IP firewall policies. Therefore, if C-AVC is configured on a port that 
is also configured with QoS or IP firewall polices, then the QoS or IP firewall policies will not take effect on 
the port. 

GRE Tunnels

The switch forwards the traffic 
to the APs through GRE tunnels.

Clients send traffic to 
the switch.
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GRE Tunnels

AVC processes the traffic on 
the APs, and then the APs return 
the traffic to the switch 
through the GRE tunnels.
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The switch forwards the traffic 
to its destination.
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Configuring C-AVC
To configure C-AVC on switch ports, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Administration > HiveManager Services. Expand the Cooperative Application 
Visibility and Control Settings section, select the check box next to Enable Cooperative Application 
Visibility, and press Update.

2. Navigate to Configuration > Guided Configuration, select a network policy, and then press OK. 

3. In the Device Templates section, press Choose, and then select a template for a switch from the 
Choose Device Templates dialog box. Then press OK. Select the ports that you want to assign to 
C-AVC, and then click Configure. 

4. Click New from the Choose Port Type dialog box. The New Port Types page is displayed. Create a 
new port type for use with C-AVC by entering the following:

Name: Enter a name for the port type that is up to 32 characters, excluding spaces. 

Description: Enter a brief description of the port type object for future reference. You can enter up to 
64 characters, including spaces.

Port Description: Enter a description of the physical ports assigned to C-AVC, such as port numbers, or 
the device that is connected to this port, such as "PC in lobby." You can enter up to 32 characters, 
including spaces.
Port Type: Select one of the following:

Access: Select this port type for ports connected to individual hosts such as printers, servers, and 
end user computers. 

Phone & Data: Select this port type for ports connected to IP phones and, optionally, to 
computers cabled to the phones. 

5. Select the check box next to Enabled C-AVC (Cooperative-Application Visibility and Control). Then 
click Save. The Choose Port Type dialog box is displayed again.

6. Select the C-AVC port type that you just created. (You may need to use the scroll bar to display the 
port type.) Then click OK. The C-AVC port type is displayed in the Port Types section of the 
Configuration page.
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7. Click Save in the Configure Interfaces and User Access section of the Configuration page. For 
information about how to assign a user profile and VLAN to the port type, see the online Help.

8. Then proceed to the Configure and Updated Devices section to push the configuration to the 
switches in your network. 

Creating a Blacklist of APs
To create a blacklist of Aerohive APs that are excluded from the pool of APs available to the switch for 
C-AVC, do the following:

1. Navigate to Configuration > Devices > Switches. Select a switch to configure with a C-AVC blacklist 
and then click Modify.

2. Expand Advanced Settings in the Optional Settings section.
3. Enter the MAC address of the AP in the "Aerohive APs excluded from C-AVC processing" field in one 

of the following formats: hhhhhhhhhhhh, hhhh:hhhh:hhhh, or hh:hh:hh:hh:hh:hh and then click Save. 
You can enter one MAC address per line and a maximum of 52 MAC addresses.
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Monitoring C-AVC 
C-AVC provides you with two new methods of monitoring wired traffic from the Dashboard—with updated 
application widgets and a port profile filter. All the application widgets on the Dashboard now have an 
option to display wired, wireless, or all (both) interfaces. In addition, you can now filter the application 
widgets by port profile. On the Dashboard, a port profile filter is only displayed if you have followed the steps 
described in "Configuring C-AVC" on page 3.
The All Applications by Usage widget, available from Dashboard > Applications, now includes three radio 
buttons: all, wireless, and wired. Select a radio button to control the type of data displayed by the widget.

The Application Details widget appears when you select an application from the Top 20 Applications by 
Usage widget from the Applications page on the Dashboard. The Application Details widget now indicates 
if the application is being accessed through a wired or wireless connection. 

The Interfaces Using this Application, Interfaces Accessed by this User, and Interfaces Accessed by this Client 
widgets, have a new column, Type, that contains an icon indicating if the connection is wired or wireless. 
The all, wireless, and wired radio buttons are now displayed on these widgets as well. 
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As part of the enhancements for C-AVC, the Interfaces Using this Application widget on the Dashboard has 
been modified to display both wired and wireless application usage. A new column, “Type”, has also been 
added to this widget and two new icons, wired (  ), and wireless (  ), indicate whether an interface has 
a wired or wireless connection. You can select between wireless, wired, and all, which means both wireless 
and wired clients are displayed. 

Filtering Application Widgets by Wired-Only Connections
To filter the application widgets by wired-only connections, a new selection has been added to Data Filters 
on the Dashboard. The first step in this process is to create a port type with C-AVC enabled and assign it to a 
device template for a switch (see "Configuring C-AVC" on page 3). 
To display data about wired devices only, select Port Profiles from the Dashboard. To display data about 
wired devices that connect to a specific port type, select Data Filters > Port Profiles > port_type_name. For 
instance, if you select "C-AVC-Port" in the following example, the application widgets will display only data 
about wired devices that are configured with the C-AVC-Port port type.

Basic Configuration and Limitations
This section describes the basic components needed for a C-AVC configuration as well as limitations, known 
issues, and troubleshooting information. A basic C-AVC configuration requires the following:
• A SR Series switch in switch mode that is running HiveOS version 6.6r1
• An AP230, AP330, or AP350 device running HiveOS version 6.6r1 that is directly connected to a switch port 
• HiveManager Online or on-premise HiveManager running version 6.6r1
• All MGT0 interfaces must be on the same VLAN, and that VLAN must be the native VLAN
• The tunnel traffic to each AP is controlled by the switch and must not exceed 80 Mbps per AP

Limitations
When using the C-AVC feature in the configurations shown above, the following limitations apply:
• IPv6 is not supported by C-AVC.
• Each AP can support a maximum of four C-AVC ports on the switch.
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• C-AVC is not supported if the switch is configured in Router mode.
• The AP and the switch must be on the same MGT VLAN, and that VLAN should be the native VLAN.
• If you use a BR200 device as a router in your C-AVC network, HiveManager will report duplicate AVC 

information.

Known Issues
The following known issues apply to the C-AVC feature:

Addressed Issues
The following known issue was addressed in this release:

Troubleshooting
The following commands are helpful in diagnosing C-AVC issues:

Number Description
34802 APs connected to a SR Series switch via a third-party Layer 1 or Layer 2 devices are erroneously 

determined to be directly attached.

Work Around: Add APs connected to a SR Series switch via a third-party Layer 1 or Layer 2 
devices to the blacklist of APs to prevent them from being chosen for Layer 7 evaluation. See 
"Creating a Blacklist of APs" on page 4.

34941 The Tx/Rx display of the show gre-tunnel command always displays 0. This is a display issue 
and is not a functional issue.

35103 The C-AVC client user profile displays as "unknown" on the User Application Report page in 
HiveManager. This is a display issue only.

35160 Because C-AVC traffic is duplicated by WAN-bound traffic through the router, HiveManager 
reports application usage twice.

Number Description
35135 In the output of the show gre-tunnel command, the switch MAC address was displayed 

incorrectly in the GRE header. This issue has been addressed.

Command Description
show gre-tunnel Displays the status of the GRE tunnel and the number of 

connected clients. This command is available on both the 
supported APs and the SR Series switches.

show client-report client Displays the AP and client Ethernet connections. This 
command is only available on the SR Series switches.

show application reporting app-stats Displays the AVC statistics on wired and wireless ports on 
the AP. Use this command to confirm that client traffic from 
the C-AVC switch ports are being processed by an AP. This 
command is only available on the supported APs.

_show switch avc in eth1/X Displays client and AP information for the C-AVC interface. 
This command is only available on the SR Series switches.

_show switch avc mac-info Displays MAC address information for the C-AVC interface. 
This command is only available on the SR Series switches.
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Contacting Aerohive
If you have feedback or suggestions regarding the C-AVC feature, please send your comments to 
techpreview@aerohive.com and use "C-AVC" in the subject line. This is a receive-only email distribution list 
and there may be a delay before you receive a response.
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